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F.No. ITGOA/CHQ/MCM Resolutions/2020-2021/02              Date:20.11.2020

To,

The President and General Secretary, 
ITGOA, All the Units.

Respected Sirs/ Madam,

Subject: Resolution wrt the Constitution of Committees– reg.

Ref. :  The eMCM of ITGOA (CHQ) on 18th & 21st  September, 2020

*******************************

Kindly refer to the above.

2. During the e-Managing Committee Meeting (eMCM) of the ITGOA (CHQ.) held on 18th  &
21st September, 2020 on Webex, many issues were deliberated upon. The Managing Committee
realised the need for constitution of study groups which could be assigned the task of offering 
suggestions to the CHQ. in the following areas, viz.:

a.  CRRC :-  The  need for  modifications,  if  any,  required in  the report  submitted on  
18.03.2020, in the light of Faceless Assessment Regime introduced on 13.08.2020;

b. STS, Regularisation & ITO to ACIT Promotion:- These have been denied in recent past, 
to  our  members  by  the  CBDT  on  the  grounds  of  either  certain  technicalities  in  
Recruitment rules or observation/finding in any case law or contradictions in different 
judicial pronouncements or on account of certain provisions in OMs of DOP&T etc.; and

c.  Faceless  Assessment  Regime:-  With  each  passing  day  the  complexity  involved  is  
getting vexed instead of becoming simplified.

3. The above issues were threadbare discussed by the Managing Committee of the
ITGOA (CHQ.) during the aforesaid eMCM and it was unanimously decided that the different
committees would be entrusted with the task of studying the issues, in depth, including the
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various  provisions  of  the  RR,  DOP&T  OMs,  relevant  judicial  pronouncements,  any  new
provisions of the laws etc. and suggest measures/ steps to be taken by the CHQ. The e-MCM
constituted three such committees, the details are mentioned in the enclosed annexure.

4. This is for your kind information and necessary action.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

Ravi Shankar
Secretary General,

ITGOA (CHQ),New Delhi.



Annexure

Sl. Name of the 
Committee

Name of the Chairman of the 
Committee

Names of the Members of the 
Committee

( S/Shri)

1. CRRC Shri Amitava Dey i) D V S Subramanyum,

ii) Deepak Gupta,

iii) Arun Sinha.

2. STS/
Regularisation/
ITO to ACIT 
Promotion

Shri Arvind Trivedi i) V M Jayadevan,

ii) D V S Subramanyum,

iii) Raj Singh Meel,

iv) Manoj Pati,

v) Ramjee Singh.

3. Faceless 
Assessment 
Regime

Shri E. Elango i) Dr. Deepak Kumar,

ii)  Jitendra Gupta.

iii) K. Sagayanath

iv) Shivaji Yadav,

v) B. Sunil Kumar.


